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ABSTRACT 
If a matrix A of unit norm on n-dimensional HiIhert space has eigenvalues close 
to zero, then ((A” [I must he small. It is proved here that IlA” 11 < nr+ O(g), where r 
is the spectral radius of A, and the rate at which llA”ll can approach 1 as r-1 is also 
ascertained[1-IIA”~)>0((1-r)2”-1)].MoreprecisehoundsforIIA”IIareobtained, 
some in terms of T and others in terms of all the eigenvalues of A. 
The influence of numerical analysis has brought about a new approach to 
many classical results of linear algebra. The inevitability of rounding errors in 
computation obliges one to consider the effect of small perturbations on 
various matrix functions, and this has led to a whole new vein of extremal 
problems. In this paper we revisit the Cayley-Hamilton theorem (or at least, 
a special case of it) with such considerations in mind. If A is an n X n matrix 
with characteristic polynomial p, then p(A) =0: If one obtains B from A by a 
slight perturbation, what can be said of p(B)? There are many ways one 
could turn this into a precise quantitative question. One formulation was 
studied by Vl. Pt5.k in [2] and [3]; h e raised the problem of determining the 
supremum C(T) of ljA”jl over all n x n complex matrices A for which 
I(A(( < 1 and IAlO< r (where (1. (/ is the operator norm on n-dimensional 
Hilbert space and 1. IO is the spectral radius). Ptti obtained some striking 
results in this connection, beginning with the fact that C(r) < 1 when T< 1. 
More recently, in [6], I have given a formula for an extremal matrix for 
Ptik’s problem, and shown how to calculate C(T) numerically. In a sense this 
constitutes a solution of the problem, but since it does not lead to an explicit 
formula for C(T), it does have the defect of not exhibiting the behavior of 
C(r) as r varies. The purpose of this paper is to describe this behavior, and 
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also give estimates for the magnitude of [IA n 11 under other constraints on the 
eigenvalues of A. 
It is relatively easy to show that C(r)-+0 as r-+0 and C(r)+1 as r-1. Our 
first concern is to find the rate at which C(r) approaches these limits. It 
transpires that C(T) = O(r) as r-+0 and 1- C(r) = O((l- r)‘“-i) as r+l; in 
fact we obtain rather more precise information. 
THEOREM 1. Zf A is a complex nxn matrix, jlA/l <l and p(A)=O, 
where p(h) = (A - p,)(h - pz). . . (A - pN), then 
llA”ll ( igI IPiI + Ok’) (1) 
us r-0, where r=max 1 Gi,NIpi I. Moreover, if N < n, then fm sufficiently 
small r there exist matrices A = A( p) satisfying the constraints for which 
ll~“ll ) &i - 0b2). 
I I 
COROLLARY. Zf A is nX n, [IAll < 1 and the eigenvalues of A have 
maduli no greater than r, then for fixed n, 
llA”ll < nr+ O(?) (3) 
as r+O; mareover, the inequality (3) is sharp in the sense that there exist 
matrices A = A(r), satisfying the constraints, far which l[A” II > nr - O(p). 
The Corollary follows from Theorem 1 on taking p to be the characteris- 
tic polynomial of A. 
In the final statement of the Corollary O(?) can be improved to 0(r3): 
see (10) below. 
THEOREM 2. Zf A is nX n, l[All < 1 and the eigenvalues of A have 
maduli no greater than 1 - t (where t > 0), then 
llA”ll < 1 - tzn-l + O(t’“) (4 
as t-+0, while there exist matrices B= B(t) satisfying the constraints such 
that 
as t-0. 
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It will be noted that the latter result is less exact than that relating to 
small IA I,,: the right coefficient of tZn- ’ is yet to be found. The only 
exception is the case where n=2: the results of [6] then allow one to 
calculate C(r) explicitly-in fact 
C(T) = r(l-r”+XGFTF). 
Putting t = 1 - r and expanding, one obtains 
C(l- t) = 1 - t3 + O(P), 
which is the order of magnitude in (4), whereas (5) gives 1 -2t3+ 0( t4). It is 
of course quite likely that neither right hand side gives the correct 
coefficient of t2n-1 for general n. 
These two theorems account for the behavior of C(r) for values of r close 
to the end-points of the interval [0, 11. We next give definite estimates for 
C(r) over the whole interval (that is, estimates without an 0 term). 
THEOREM 3. Zf A is nX n, ]]A]] < 1 and the eigenvalues of A have 
moduli no greater than T, where 0 < r < 1, then the following inequulities 
hold: 
]]A”]]2 G 1 - (l+r)(l-~)~“-l 
and if, further, r < i (a - l), 
llA"1/2 < 1 - 
(1-r-r2)2”-2(1-r2) 
(l+r)2n-2 * 
On the other hand, for any r E [0, 11, there exists a matrix A = A(r), satisfying 
the constraints, such that 
Of these inequalities only (8) is new: the others are taken from [6]. We 
quote them here in order to relate them to Theorems 1 and 2 above. 
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The inequality (6) gi ves the right order of magnitude as r+O: there is 
only one linear term on the right hand side, obtained by taking m= n, 
(Y = n - 1, and this gives a coefficient n, agreeing with (3). Computation 
shows that (6) does indeed give a good estimate of C(r) for small r; on the 
other hand, for r close to 1 it does not even show that C(r) < 1. We use the 
convention that N 
( 1 
is 1 if N= - 1,O otherwise. 
The inequality-(i) tells us only that ]]A” ]I = O(r’/‘) as r-+0, which we 
know to be the wrong order of magnitude, but (7) does better as r-+1, giving 
us the inequality (4). Nor does (8) give the right order near zero: it is 
included for its simplicity of form and for the fact that it follows easily from 
our later working. 
The best performance is that of (9). It simplifies to ]]A”]]‘> n2?- 0(r4), 
which yields 
]]A”]] > nr- 0(r3) (10) 
as r+O, while on writing T = 1 - t and simplifying, we obtain (5). Moreover, 
numerical evidence suggests that (9) gi ves a good approximation to C(r) over 
the whole range [0, 11. 
A more difficult problem is to find an upper bound for ]]A n ]I in terms of 
all the eigenvalues of A, not merely the spectral radius. The same basic 
theory applies, as elaborated in [6], but the formal calculations are much 
more complicated. In the problem studied so far it sufficed to consider 
matrices with a single eigenvalue, and the occurrence of some lucky alge- 
braic accidents rendered the manipulation comparatively light. In the gen- 
eral case these accidents no longer occur. To replace them we have estab- 
lished a factorization of one of the main special matrices occurring in the 
theory (Lemma 2 below), and this enables us to obtain a bound of the type 
desired, as follows: 
THEOREM 4. If A is a complex n X n matrix, ]]A]] < 1 and p(A)=O, 
where 
llA”l12 < 1 - ( ;gI1 l+lPl)-2 
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where 
PjPi-l when j>i, c,, = 
I’ (l-P~&)~” when j=i. 
(11) 
Both this result and Theorem 1 depend on the following fact, which is of 
some interest in its own right. 
THEOREM 5. Let p be a polynomial of degree N < n, and let f be a 
function analytic in a neighborhood of the roots of p. Then the supremum of 
IIA”-Nf(A)II over all nXn matrices A satisfying ]]A]( < 1, A”-Np(A)=O, i.s 
equal to the supremum of 11 f(B)11 over all N X N matrices B satisfying 
IIBII < 1, p(B)=@ 
Proof We use the Corollary to Theorem 3 of [6]. An extremal matrix r 
for which the second supremum is attained is found by writing S for the 
companion matrix of the polynomial h “, D for the N X N diagonal matrix 
having the roots of p as its diagonal entries, and 
r = - (z-DD*)-1’2(s-D)(I-D*s)-1(~-~*~)1/2~ 
Likewise, an extremal matrix for the first supremum is given by the n x n 
matrix 
To = -(z-DoD,*)-1’2(so-Do)(z-Do*so)-1(z-Do*Do)1’2, 
where, in [(n - N) + N]-square block form, 
S denoting the companion matrix of h “-“, and L being the (n - N) X N 
matrix with bottom left hand entry 1 and all other entries zero. Block 
multiplication shows that 
where G [ = - L(Z- D*S)-‘(Z- Zl*D)1/2] is the (n- N)x N matrix with 
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last row equal to minus the first row R of (I- D*S)-‘(Z- D*D)‘/2 and the 
other rows zero. One finds that 
(12) 
where V is the (n- N)XN matrix with ith row Rr’-‘. By Eq. (10) of [6], 
z - r*r = R*R. 
Multiplying fore and aft by r*i and I”, respectively, and summing from j = 0 
to n-N-1, 
z _ rw-Nrn-N = R*R + r*R*Rr + . . . + r*n-N-lR*Rrn-N-l 
= TV. (13) 
From (12) and (13) we have 
0 v*v+pn-Nrn-N 
We may assume without loss of generality that f is analytic at 0, since if 0 is 
not a root of p we can define f(z) to be zero for z in some neighborhood of 0. 
We have then 
fCrO) =[ “d ) f(r)]' 
the blank entry being unimportant, and so, using (14), 
fm*rNr;;-Nfm = i f(r)jlf(r)]. [ 
Hence Ilr;-Nf((r,)ll = ]]f(lY)]] as required. n 
It is worth remarking that if one assumes Sz.-Nagy’s characterization of 
extremal operators for the suprema in Theorem 5 (for which see [4]), one can 
give a more elegant proof requiring virtually no computation. However, the 
present proof is more in keeping with the methods of this paper. 
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Proof of Theorem 1. We can suppose that N < n without loss, by virtue 
of the Cayley-Hamilton theorem. By supposition, 
A” = (pl+... +pN)A”-l+-- +(-l)N+lpl-~NAn-N. 
Since ]jAk]] < 1 for all k, we have 
llA”ll ( igl~i + Ok’) I I 
as required. 
I am indebted to Zdenek Dostil for this simple proof of (1). It replaces a 
more complicated one which was valid only for Hilbert space; this one 
applies to any operator norm. 
We establish the second statement by a symmetry argument and an 
appeal to Theorem 5. We can assume that N = n, for if N < n we may 
replace p by the polynomial znwNp(,z), which is of degree n. 
The extremal matrix I used in the proof of Theorem 5 has the disadvan- 
tage of not being symmetric in the pi (although ]]I”]/ must be); we therefore 
use a different extremal. Let T be the companion matrix of p, let Y = 
CTsoT*nsTns, and K= Y ‘i2T Yml/‘. By Theorem 2 of [6], K is an extremal 
for the problem 
sup{ ]]A”]] :A is nX n, [IAll < 1, p(A) =O}. 
Let A(p) = K; we shall show that (2) is satisfied. 
Regard pi and is, as independent complex variables: T is a symmetric 
function of (pl,..., p,) and T* is a symmetric function of (pi,. . . , ,&), so that 
K, regarded as a function of (pl,. . . ,p,,,&, . . .,&J is symmetric in the pi and pi 
separately. Furthermore, it is analytic in these variables in some neighbor- 
hood of zero in C2”. To see this, observe that the square root function 
defined by the functional calculus in the algebra of n X n complex matrices is 
analytic in a neighborhood U of the identity matrix, while Y is a continuous 
function of (pl,. . ., is,), so that Y lies in U for (pl,. . . ,&) in a suitable 
neighborhood of zero. It follows that K” has a power series expansion 
beginning 
K” = P(p,+-- +p,) + Q(&+-. +A)+-- (15) 
(it is clear that if pi =& =0 for each i then K”=O). Now let iji revert to being 
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the complex conjugate of pi, and put pZ= * .- = p,, =O. Then K is extremal 
for the problem 
sup{]]A”]]:AisnXn, IIAIl~l,A”-‘(A-plI)=O}, 
and by Theorem 5 this has the same value as 
sup{]]A]]:A is 1X1, ]]A]] < IA--p,l=O}. 
The latter quantity is clearly [pi], and thus (15) yields 
(16) 
Replacing pi by p1 + * . * + p, in (16), we deduce that 
Combining this inequality with (15) gives us (2). n 
It would be interesting to know if the second assertion of Theorem 1 is 
also true for any operator norm. 
I have already indicated how Theorem 2 follows from Theorem 3: (4) is a 
consequence of (7) and (5) of (9). 
Proof of Theorem 3. An extremal matrix for which II A n II is maximized 
(subject to the constraints of the theorem) is the matrix I given explicitly in 
[6, Eq. (7)], and so the task reduces to estimating Ill? ]I. Now l? is an upper 
triangular Toeplitz matrix (that is, constant on diagonals), and the same is 
therefore true of I”. It follows easily that an upper bound for ]]I”’ (1 is given 
by the sum of the moduli of the entries in the first row of r” (express I’” as a 
polynomial in the matrix [Sick_ r,]). Th ese 
l?‘=[rI-(1-?)Nl” by th 
entries are obtained by expanding 
e b’ momial theorem and using the formula for N” 
given on page 237 of [6]. The result of these calculations is the inequality (6). 
n 
The next bound follows still more directly from [6] [Eqs. (16) and (17)]. 
Equation (8) will be proved below, and (9) is the inequality (22) of [S]. 
Proof of Theorem 4. To begin with let us suppose that n = N. The proof 
is based on the results of [S]. We introduce the following special matrices: 
D = diag{pl,...,pn}; 
S=[Sick--lj] oftypenxn 
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(where 6 is the Kronecker delta, so that S is the companion matrix of the 
polynomial h “); 
r = - (Z-DD*)-“2(s-D)(Z-D*s)--1(z-D*D)r’~ 
= - (Z-DD*)“2(Z- SD*)-l(S-D)(Z- D*D)-“’ 
(see [l] for this and related identities); 
(17) 
R = the first row of (I- D*S)-‘(Z- D*D)‘12; (18) 
W=tbenxnmatrixwhoseithrowisRr”-‘. (19) 
By the Corollary to Theorem 3 of [6], r is an extremal matrix for our 
problem-that is, ]/I]] = 1, p(T) =0 and 
Ilnl = sup{ llA”ll : IPII ( 1, p(A) =O}. (20) 
We shall estimate ]]I? 1) using the identity 
r*nrn = z- Ww (21) 
(Eq. (11) of [S]). Thr ‘s e ua ‘on shows that 0 < W* W < I, so that the q ti 
eigenvalues of W* W lie in [0, 11. Hence 
Ilryz = II- w*wI, = l-h, 
where X is the smallest eigenvalue of W* W (1. ) o denotes spectral radius). It 
is further shown in [6] that W is non-singular, so that A - ’ is the largest 
eigenvalue of W -lW*-‘, which equals 11 W-‘](2. We thus have 
py2 = I - 11 w-III-2. (22) 
This much was shown in [6]; the discovery which permits an improvement of 
the results of that paper is the factorization of W contained in Lemma 2 
below. We begin by expressing W as a product of lower and upper 
triangular matrices. Let 
R 
R(h,Z) 
v= zqr-p,z)(r-p2z) 
‘~@lp,ij.: .‘(f-P,_;i) 
(23) 
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P= 
1 0 0 . . . 0 
- 0: 1 0 . . . 0 
4 - u; 1 . . . 0 
(_+lo,“~; (_I)““o;~’ (_+3(y,’ . . . 1 J 
) (24 
where u,,~ denotes the elementary symmetric function of degree v in 
Pr,‘**>&* It follows from the definition of the symmetric functions that 
V= PW, and so 
w = P-v (25) 
is the promised factorization: P - ’ is obviously lower triangular, and it is not 
difficult to see that V is upper triangular. 
We next express V as a product of matrices of simpler form. 
LEMMA 1. For l<k<n let 
c, = Ik-1 o 
[ 1 0 Ak’ (26) 
where zk_ 1 is the (k - 1)-square identity matrix and Ak is the (n - k + l)- 
square matrix 
Ak = 
ckk jSk 0 0 . . . 0 
0 Ck+l,k Pk 0 . . . 0 
0 0 ck+!2,k ijk ’ * ’ o 
b b b 
(27) 
Then 
Proof. We shall find C,Cs . . . C, for each k. For the moment we regard 
pi and pi as independent complex variables. Consider the effect on the right 
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hand side of (28) of setting &+ i = . . . = p, = 0, while leaving pi,. . . , p, and 
Pl ,...>ir, free; call this operation 0, (k > 0). Note that it makes cii = 1 for 
j >k. Since the only C to depend on pi is Ci, this procedure will not change 
C, * * . C,, while for i > k it makes Cj equal to 
Ii 0 
[ 1 0 -In-i * 
0, therefore transforms C, * . . C,, into C,C,, . . . , CJ,, where .lk = 
diag{l,l,..., l,-l,l, -l,... }, the first k + 1 diagonal entries being + 1. All 
this suggests that if we denote by V, the matrix obtained by applying 0, to 
V, it should be true that, for 0 < k < n, 
v, = c,c,- . . c/J,, (29) 
and certainly (29) implies (28), since V, = V and 1, = 1. We shall establish 
(29) by induction on k. 
Let Rkr Dz and Ik be the matrices resulting from the application of 0, to 
R, D* and I respectively. On substituting Do* = 0 for D* in (18) and (17), we 
findthat&,=] 0 **a 0] and I’, = D - S, from which it is simple to check 
that V,= Jo. Thus (29) holds when k =O. 
The major part of the induction step consists in showing that, for 
O<k<n, 
Ck+lG+l= %Ck+l~ (30) 
where 8, =]JJk. Written out in full, (30) is 
Ck+lJk+l(Z- DDk*,,)-“‘(S- D)(I- D,*,,S)-‘(I- Dk*,1D)1’2Jk+1 
= Jk(Z- DD$)-“’ (s- D)(I- D,*S)(I- D:D)“2J&+l. 
If we write the last four matrices on the right hand side in block diagonal 
form, with identity matrices where appropriate, we find that Jk commutes 
with both (I-D,*S)-’ and (Z-D~D)1/2, while C,,, commutes with (Z- 
D,*D) . ‘I2 We can thus rewrite them in the order 
Likewise Ik + 1 commutes with sundry matrices on the left hand side. Thus 
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(30) is equivalent to 
= (z-DD,*)-“2J,(s-D)lk(z-Dk*s)-1ck+l’ (31) 
where X, + i = (Z-o,*,,o)“s(z-D,*D)-“s=diag{l)...) l,Ck+l,k+l,l )...) l}, 
the exceptional entry being in the (k + 1)th place. Furthermore, C,, 1( Z - 
DDk*,Ji’2= c k+l(Z-DDk*)-1’2Xk,ll=(Z-DDk*)-1’2Ck+1X~~ll, and this re- 
lation enables us to simplify (31) to 
= &(S-D)lk(Z-D;S)-‘C~+iX& (32) 
Next observe that Z-D~+lS=Yk+l(Z-D~S) where Y,,, is the matrix 
which differs from Z only in that its (k + l,k+2)-entry is -&+ 1. It is quite 
straightforward to verify that C,, lX&\Yk+ 1 can be written in block diago- 
nal form with Zk + i in the top left position, which implies that C, + ix,-,‘, Y, + i 
commutes with I- Dk*S. Thus 
and so (32) is equivalent to 
This is satisfied when &+ i = 0. If we write down the matrices C,, lXkT1l and 
C,+,XG’,r,+,, we find that both are linear in &+,-that is, of the form 
L + is, + ,M, where L, M are independent of &+ i (we are still regarding pi and 
pi as independent variables). Thus to establish (33) it remains only to show 
that the coefficients of &+l agree. A little calculation shows that the 
coefficient of &+i in C,+,X,<‘, is (S + D)L,+,, where Lk+l = 
diag(0,. . . ,O, 1,. . . , l} (k + 1 zeros and n - k - 1 ones), while the coefficient in 
C, + IX,;‘, Y,, 1 is Lk+ 1( S + D). Thus (33) holds provided 
(S+D)Lk+1Jk+l(S-D)Jk+l = J/c@-D).hL+dS+D). (34) 
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This will certainly be true provided the three following equations hold: 
DLk+,Jk+,DJk+, = JkDlkLk+lDy (35) 
D’%+1Jk+lsJk+l - sLk+,Jk+,DJk+, = -JkDJkLk+ls+ hcsJkLk+,D> (36) 
sLk+,Jk+lsJk+, = JksJkLk+ls (37) 
[this amounts to considering in turn the three non-zero diagonals in (34)]. 
(35) is immediate from the fact that JkDIk = D = ]k+lD]k+ 1, while (36) and 
(37) follow from this and the relations 
Lk+llk+lsJk+l = - Lk+ls> 
IksJkLk,, = -=,+I. 
This concludes the proof of Eq. (30). 
The other ingredient we require for the induction step is 
R k+l = RkJkCk+lJk+l. (38) 
R k+l is the first row of (I - Dz+ 1 S) - ‘(I - DC+ 1 D)“‘, and as we have shown, 
(I- D~*,~S)-~(Z-D~*+~D)@ = (I- D;S)-‘Yk;;(z-D~D)1’2Xk+l 
= (I- D;S)-‘(z-D$D)1’2YL;Xk+l, 
from which it follows that &+r= R,Yk;\X,+,. On writing (I- D{S)-’ in 
block diagonal form we perceive that at most the first k+ 1 entries of Rk can 
be non-zero, so to prove (38) it suffices to show that Y,-,‘,xk+i and 
Jkck+dk+, have the same first k + 1 rows. In fact in each case the first k 
rowsarethoseofZ,whilethe(k+l)this[O *** 0 ck+i,k+i &+i 0 e.0 01. 
Thus (38) is true. 
We can now complete the proof of (28). Suppose that (29) is true; we 
wish to show that 
V k+l = clc2’ ” ck+ljk+13 
and in view of the induction hypothesis, this is equivalent to 
V k+l = vkJkck+,Jk+,. (39) 
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Consider the ith row in (39): we must show that, for 1 < i < n, 
Rk+l(rk+l-P1z )’ ** (rk+l-Pi-lz 1 
Using (30) m times (m > 0), we have 
which can also be written 
r;,r;,r;,r;,r;,r;,r;ck+ lJk+ 1 = Jk lJk+lK+l* (41) 
Pre-multiply both sides of (41) by Rk and use (38) to obtain 
From the latter equation it is easy to deduce (40). The induction step is now 
established and Lemma 1 proved. n 
One can actually give a formula for the entries of V: V=[uii] where 
when i< 1, 
when i > i, 
and where h,,(pi, . . . , pi) denotes the sum of all monomials of degree v in 
pi,. . . , pi. This formula can be established by induction using the operation 
0,; however, we refrain from doing so, as it is not relevant to our present 
purpose. 
LEMMA 2. Let 
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where Z, is the (n - k + l)-square matrix 
1 0 0 *** 0 
-pJ( 1 0 **. 0 
Zk = 0 -pk 1 .*. 0 
. . 
. . 
;, ;, 0 . . . ; 
(1~ k < n). Then 
WC p;lp,-‘...p~<lcc . ..c 112 “. (W 
Pmof. In view of Eq. (25) and Lemma 1, all that is needed is to show 
that P= P,_,P,_,+ . . P2PI. This will be left to the reader. n 
Recall that the purpose of the above calculations is to estimate [ ( W - ’ (( 
[cf. Eq. (12)]. Now (42) implies that 
We need a bound for IICi-llj. 
LEMMA 3. Zf A is the M XM matrix K+pZ, where K=diag{K,,...,K,} 
and 2 = [Q_ u] of type M x M, then 
M-l 
lW1ll ( ~~o~P~mlc~~~__IKIKI+l...Kj+,I-l. (4.4 
Proof. 
M-l 
A-‘= {@+pK-‘2))~‘= 2 (-p)m(K-lx)mK-l, 
Vl=O 
(45) 
since ZM = 0. In (K - ‘Z)T - ’ the only non-zero entries are in the mth 
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super-diagonal and these entries are 
( K1K2’ . ’ Kl+m )-l, (K~K~-..K~+~)-~,..., 
Thus, for O<mdM-1, 
. . 
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(KN-&. * KN)-’ 
* Ki+,(-? 
This together with (45) implies (44). 
This gives us a bound for /I Cd- ‘11. Note that for Ak as introduced in (27), 
]]A;‘]1 > CL’> 1, so that I]Ck-‘]] = I]A,‘\]. Hence (44) yields 
(46) 
If we combine this with (43) and (22) and use the obvious estimate I] pi]] < 1 
+ lpi], we obtain Theorem 4 in the case N= n. 
The restriction on N is removed much as in the proof of Theorem 1. If 
N< n, an application of Theorem 5 reduces to the special case just demon- 
strated. If N > n, we can suppose that pl,. . . , pN are ordered so that (X - 
pl) * * . (A - p,,) annihilates A. By (22), 
]]A”]]2 Q ]]In\12 < 1 - ]I W-‘jl-2, 
while by (42) and the facts that lIPill > 1, ]]Ci-‘]l > 1 for ail i,i, 
The proof now concludes as before. 
It only remains to prove the inequality (8). A theorem of Pt&k [3, Sec. 51 
asserts that, among all matrices satisfying the constraints of Theorem 3, there 
is one which has the unique eigenvalue T and maximizes ) I A n I). An extremal 
is thus given by I of Eq. (17) with pl, . . . , p,, all equal to r. ‘Ibis time, to 
estimate Ill%l] we use a different bound for ]]Ci-‘]] in (43). Substituting pk=r 
in (27) we find that now 
(l-r2)“2 r 0 .*a 0 
0 T2-1 T . . . 0 
k= o 0 r2_l . . . 0 > 
0 0 0 . . . 12-1 
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and hence 
AkA: = 
r(P-1) 1-P+r4 r(T2-1) .** 
. . . 
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This is a t&diagonal matrix, and if r is small it is very nearly diagonal, so that 
we can expect to get a satisfactory estimate for the eigenvalues of Ak Ai by 
using GerSgorin’s Theorem (see [5]). In fact, they must be bounded below by 
min{l-r(l-P), l-?+r4-2r(l-P), (1-?)2-r(1-12)}, 
which, when r < i (fi - l), equals (1 - T - P)“. The statement of Theorem 3 
obviously holds if (1 - r - 2)’ is zero, so we can assume it to be positive. The 
eigenvalues of Ai - ’ Al ’ must then be bounded above by (I- r - ?)-“, and 
so ]JA;‘]]<J1--r-P)-l. It follows that, for l<i<n, 
Ilci-‘jl < 11 - r - rsj--1. (47) 
C, is a sspecia.I case: C,=diag{l,1,...,1,(1-r2)‘~2}, so that ]]Cn-l]]= 
(1-rs)- ‘1 . Combining this and (47) with (43) we have 
]Iw-‘]] <(1+r)“-‘J1-r-?]-(n-i)(1-T2)-1’2. 
Equation (22) now yields the desired estimate. n 
We conclude by deriving a lower bound for the supremum of IIA n 11 over 
matrices satisfying -the constraints of Theorem 4. - 
THEOREM 6. Zf p(A)=(X-~1). * * (A-p,), where N< n and /piI < 1 
each i, then there is an nX n matrix A such that l/All < 1, p(A)=0 and 
In-1 \-1 
(lA”)12 > 1 - Jcnlcn2.. . cn,J2 (48) 
where c,,~ is given by (11) and ai is the elementary symmetric function of 
degree j in ~~,...,p~_~. 
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Proof. We can suppose n = N. Take A to be I as in (17). To get a lower 
bound for ]]I”]], use (22) and the fact that ]I W - ‘11 is bounded below by the 
norm of the last row of W-l. By (25) and (28) W - ’ = Cne ‘. . . C2- ‘Cl- ‘P, 
and since the Ci are upper triangular, it is easy to see that the last row of 
W-i is c-l.. . cnilcnyl 
l] [see (2;]. Thus 
times the last row of P, which is [ -+ a,_ 1 . . . 2 u1 
n-l 
( 1 
i/a 
llw-lll 2 Iwk2.~ Tmrl z. h12 ’ 
and (48) now follows from (22). n 
On confining attention to low powers of the pi in (48) we obtain the 
following. 
COROLLARY. There exist matrices A = A( p) satisfying the constraints of 
Theorem 6 such that 
llA”l12 > ]a;-‘~; + p,a;l - 0(r4), (49) 
where r=max]p,] and u;“=Cyc’=,pi. 
On making the pi all equal, we obtain the inequality (9), which we know 
to be a good estimate, so there is some hope that (48) will also be close to the 
actual maximum, although its asymmetry is slightly puzzling. I have not 
carried out any numerical investigations of this point. 
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